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SPACE FOR ROUGH WORK
PART – A

Question No. 1 – 10: Fill in the blanks with the most grammatically correct and meaningful option from those provided:

1. This book is __________ than any I have read.
   A) much interesting  B) most interesting
   C) more interesting  D) more interester

2. One must put in __________ best to achieve success.
   A) his  B) one’s  C) our  D) their

3. I think they __________ not know me.
   A) are  B) does  C) didn’t  D) do

4. She is too weak __________
   A) for running  B) to run
   C) that she runs  D) for run

5. Students should always be __________ towards their teachers.
   A) greatful  B) respectful
   C) greetful  D) approval

6. He said that he did not remember __________ me ever before.
   A) seeing  B) seen
   C) having seen  D) having saw

7. We were asked to write our answers __________ ink.
   A) with  B) in
   C) from  D) by

8. This matter is entirely between you and __________
   A) I  B) we
   C) us  D) me

9. __________ of any kind is harmful.
   A) Habitual  B) Addiction
   C) Tradition  D) Custom
10. The notice said that the meeting __________ at 9:30 am.
   A) beginning   B) being begun
   C) would begin   D) would be begin

11. Choose the appropriate answer for the following:
   Elegance : Vulgarity : : Graceful : ?
   A) Awkward   B) Comely
   C) Asperity   D) Dirty

12. Which number will come in the blank space ?
   1, 6, 13, 22, 33, __________
   A) 44   B) 45
   C) 46   D) 47

13. When Anuj saw Manish, he recalled, “He is the son of the father of my daughter.” Who is Manish ?
   A) Brother-in-law   B) Brother
   C) Cousin   D) Uncle

14. A father tells his son, “I was of your present age when you were born.” If the father is 36 now, how old was the boy 5 years back ?
   A) 13   B) 15   C) 17   D) 20

15. The maximum number of squares in the following figure is :

   A) 14   B) 13   C) 10   D) 9

16. Select the most suitable synonym for BENIGNITY
   A) boldness   B) benevolence
   C) obscurity   D) passivity
17. Select the most suitable antonym for DUCTILE
   A) opaque    B) tensile
   C) coarse    D) brittle

18. Identify the meaning of idiom “Cut no ice”
   A) unable to perform   B) feel uncomfortable
   C) come to nothing    D) have no influence or effect

19. Select the pair which shows the same relationship as the capitalized pair of words:
    HORSE : RIDING
   A) Car : driving      B) Cycle : peddling
   C) Boat : voyaging    D) Skate : dancing

20. Choose the correct option:
    \[ \frac{5004}{139} - 6 = ? \]
   A) 24    B) 30    C) 36    D) 42

21. The average of first 50 natural numbers is
   A) 12.25  B) 21.25  C) 25    D) 25.5

22. What is 15 percent of Rs. 34?
   A) Rs. 3.40  B) Rs. 3.75  C) Rs. 4.50  D) Rs. 5.10

23. Sam purchased 20 dozens of toys at the rate of Rs. 375 per dozen. He sold each one of them at the rate of Rs. 33. What was his percentage profit?
   A) 3.5    B) 4.5    C) 5.6    D) 6.5

24. If \(2A = 3B = 4C\), then \(A : B : C\) is
   A) 2 : 3 : 4    B) 4 : 3 : 2
   C) 6 : 4 : 3    D) 20 : 15 : 2

25. In which country the new parliament building has been built by India?
   A) Bhutan    B) Afghanistan
   C) Nepal     D) Maldives
PART – B

26. “The amending power cannot change the constitution of India in such a way that it ceases to be a sovereign Democratic Republic”. In which case the above observation was made by the court?
   A) Excel Wear v/s Union of India A.I.R 1979 SC 25
   B) D. S. Nakara v/s Union of India A.I.R 1983 SC 130
   C) Kesavananda Bharati v/s State of Kerala A.I.R 1973 SC 1461
   D) Aruna Roy v/s Union of India (1994) SCC 1

27. “The Habeas Corpus writ can be issued to provide necessary amenities to prisoners and protect them from inhuman and barbarous treatment”. The above observation was made by the Supreme Court in the case of:
   A) Hira Lal v/s State of U.P A.I.R 1954 SC 743
   B) Hussain Ara Khatoon v/s Home Secretary State of Bihar A.I.R 1979 SC 1360
   C) Sunil Batra v/s Delhi Administration A.I.R 1980 SC 1579
   D) M. H. Hoskot v/s State of Maharashtra A.I.R 1978 SC 1548

28. If there is a gross violation of jurisdiction by the lower court, which writ can be issued to control it:
   A) Habeas Corpus  B) Mandamus  C) Quo-warranto  D) Certiorari

29. Liquidation of damages is not a bar to specific performance of contract:
   A) True  B) False  C) Partially False  D) Partially True

30. In which case the scope and extent of Article 16 (4) has been examined by the Supreme Court in detail?
   A) State of Kerala v/s N. M. Thomas A.I.R 1976, SC 490
   B) Indra Sawhney v/s Union of India A.I.R 1993, SC 477
   C) Balaji v/s State of Mysore A.I.R 1963, SC 649
   D) Trilokinath v/s State of J&K A.I.R 1967, SC 1283

31. Who has said, “Freedom of Speech and of the Press lay at the foundation of all democratic organization”?
   A) Patanjali Sastri, J  B) Krishna Aiyer, J
   C) P.N Bhagwati, J  D) Murtaza Fazal Ali, J
32. The Jammu and Kashmir Constitution came into force on:
   A) 26th January, 1957  B) 26th January, 1950
   C) 26th January, 1951  D) 15th August, 1950

33. In which case right to free legal aid was accepted as a fundamental right?
   A) M. H. Hoskot v/s State of Maharashtra A.I.R 1978, SC 1548
   C) Sunil Gupta v/s State of Madhya Pradesh (1990) 3SCC 119
   D) M. C Mehta v/s Kamal Nath, 1999, 3SCC 666

34. In which case Supreme Court held that “Secularism is a basic feature of the Constitution”?
   A) S. P. Mittal v/s Union of India, A.I.R 1983, SC 1
   B) Ramesh v/s Union of India (1988) 1SCC 668
   C) Bhuri v/s State of Jammu & Kashmir A.I.R 1997, SC 1711
   D) S. R. Bommai v/s Union of India A.I.R 1994, SC 1918

35. In which case the Supreme Court issued directions for installation of CCTV cameras in all Police Stations within two years?
   A) Sunil Batra v/s Delhi Administration A.I.R 1978, SC 1575
   B) Veena Sethi v/s State of Bihar A.I.R 1983, SC 339
   C) D. K Basu v/s State of West Bengal A.I.R 1997, SC 610
   D) Dilip K. Basu v/s State of West Bengal (2015) 8SCC 744

36. Who has said that “a wrong which is pursued at the discretion of the injured party and his representative is a civil injury; a wrong which is pursued by the sovereign or his subordinates is a crime”?
   A) Prof. Keeton  B) Dicey  C) Austin  D) Miller

37. Who said that in statutory crimes it is usually not necessary to establish more than that the accused committed the act which was forbidden by the statutes under which he is charged?
   A) Prof. Kenny  B) Stephen  C) Dicey  D) Black Stone

38. Which section of the IPC defines “Electronic Record”?
   A) Section 30  B) Section 29A  C) Section 11  D) Section 52
39. In which case the Supreme Court held that electricity does not fall within the definition of theft?
   A) JaganNath v/s Rama Swamy A.I.R 1966, Sc 849
   B) VidyaWati v/s State of Rajasthan
   C) State v/s Awtar Singh 1965, SC 666
   D) R. S. Nayak v/s A. R Antulay (1986) 2SCC 316

40. How much a Muslim can bequeath out of his property?
   A) 1/2  B) 1/6  C) All his property  D) 1/3

41. In which state women is also liable for offence of adultery?
   A) State of J&K  B) State of U.P
   C) State of Himachal Pradesh  D) State of Bihar

42. The word good faith is defined in IPC under section:
   A) 34  B) 52  C) 96  D) 76

43. How many kinds of kidnapping are in Indian Penal Code?
   A) One  B) Two  C) Three  D) Four

44. A, instigates B, to instigate C to kill D. B, accordingly instigates C and C kills D. A is:
   A) Guilty of no offence  B) Not guilty of murder
   C) Guilty of abetment by conspiracy  D) Guilty of abetting murder

45. The accused and deceased were friends and were fond of wrestling bout. The accused invited the deceased for wrestling bout. In the bout the deceased was thrown out of the ring where his head came in contact with some hard object and he died. The accused is:
   A) Liable for murder  B) Liable for grievous hurt
   C) Liable for Culpable homicide  D) Can claim the defense under Section 80 IPC

46. A, B, C & D were prosecuted for offence of conspiracy. Out of four A, B and C were acquitted. Can D be held liable for:
   A) Offence of conspiracy  B) Offence of abetment
   C) Offence of instigation  D) Will not be held liable for offence of conspiracy
47. A person will be liable for theft:
   A) If he takes the property with dishonest intention
   B) With the consent of the person in whose possession property is
   C) If he takes it by mistake
   D) None of the above

48. Who defines Jurisprudence as “Science of Law”?
   A) Holland  B) Salmond  C) Gray  D) Black Stone

49. Who has said, “The end of law should be to satisfy a maximum of wants with a minimum of friction”?
   A) Salmond  B) Roscoe Pound  C) Black Stone  D) Maine

50. “Custom is the badge and not a ground of origin of Positive Law”. Who has said it?
   A) Savigny  B) Gray  C) Holland  D) Salmond

51. Who has said that, “a legal person is any subject matter other than a human being to which law attributes personality”?
   A) Gray  B) Salmond  C) Holland  D) Black Stone

52. What is the number of main rights of ownership?
   A) 3  B) 4  C) 5  D) 2

53. In which case a distinction was made between section 299 IPC and Section 300 IPC?
   A) Jagtar Singh v/s State of Punjab, 1983 Cr.L.J, 852 (S.C)
   B) State of Madhya Pradesh v/s Ram Prasad A.I.R. 1968 SC 881
   C) R v/s Govinda (1876) ILR 1 Bom. 342
   D) R v/s Gora Chand Gopi, 5 W.R (Cr) 45

54. Tax can be levied only by the authority of law, what is the relevant constitutional provision:
   A) Art. 256  B) Art. 245  C) Art. 240  D) Art. 265

55. Which Article lays down that the Council of Ministers shall be collectively responsible to the house of people?
   A) Art. 74  B) Art. 75  C) Art. 76  D) Art. 53
56. In U.S.A the real executive power vests in:
   A) Congress   B) Senate   C) President   D) Secretary of State

57. Who has said “There is a definite number of torts outside which liability in tort does not exist”?
   A) Dicey   B) Winfield   C) Salmond   D) Bentham

58. “Negligence is culpable carelessness”. Who has said it?
   A) Bentham   B) Winfield   C) Salmond   D) Lord Atkin

59. “Injuria sine damno”, means:
   A) Injury without damage   B) Damage without injury
   C) Blame worthiness   D) No man is above the law

60. In which case the Supreme court discussed the “Doctrine of Absolute Liability”?
   A) M. C. Mehta v/s Union of India in 1987
   B) Bhopal Gas Tragedy Case in 1990
   C) M.C Mehta v/s Union of India in 1984
   D) Bhim Singh v/s State of Jammu and Kashmir

61. If two persons arrived with deadly weapons deliberately enter into unlawful fight and one of them dies. It is:
   A) Grievous hurt
   B) Murder
   C) Not Murder
   D) Culpable Homicide not amounting to murder

62. Section 304 IPC describes:
   A) Punishment for murder by life convicts
   B) Punishment for culpable homicide not amounting to murder
   C) Punishment for culpable homicide amounting to murder
   D) Punishment for rape
63. Which of the following is not an element in establishing a case in libel?
   A) Publication to third party
   B) A section of the public who thought less of the claimant
   C) A defamatory statement
   D) Reference to claimant

64. What has been removed from Mitaksharacorparcenary after 2005 amendment?
   A) Interest by birth
   B) Rule of survivorship
   C) Fluctuating shares
   D) Rule of representation

65. Under which school of Hindu Law no interest by birth is recognized?
   A) Mitakshara School
   B) Dayabhaga School
   C) Either A) or B)
   D) Both A) and B)

66. “State is an association of human beings generally occupying a territory for the attainment of internal order and external security.” Who said it?
   A) Holland
   B) Salmond
   C) Duguit
   D) Bracton

67. Who has said, “Mere abuse will not amount to defamation”?
   A) Holland
   B) Sir Frederick Pollock
   C) Sir Mansfield
   D) Winfield

68. Defamatory statement is of ______ type.
   A) One
   B) Two
   C) Three
   D) Four

69. Which Section of the contract act gives a indemnity holder right to sue and recover damages from the promisor?
   A) Section 126
   B) Section 125
   C) Section 127
   D) Section 141

70. Which Section of the Contract Act define agent?
   A) Section 182
   B) Section 183
   C) Section 184
   D) Section 185

71. A void agreement is one which is:
   A) Not enforceable by law
   B) Illegal in nature
   C) Not acceptable to court
   D) Violate legal procedure
72. An agreement without consideration is:
   A) Void   B) Voidable   C) Inoperative   D) Invalid

73. A minor’s agreement is:
   A) Void abintio
   B) Can be ratified by the minor during minority
   C) Can be ratified after attaining majority
   D) Both B & C

74. Which section of Hindu Marriage Act lays down no petition for divorce shall be
    considered by the court within first year of marriage?
   A) Section 15 (2)   B) Section 16 (1)
   C) Section 14 (1)   D) Section 14 (2)

75. In which case legal effects of valid Muslim marriage were discussed?
   A) Abdul Kadir v/s Salima
   B) Aga Ali v/s Altaf Hussain
   C) Anis Begum v/s Mohammad Istafa
   D) Zainabi v/s Abdul Rehman

76. Which section of the Hindu Marriage Act deals with restitution of conjugal rights?
   A) Section 8   B) Section 9   C) Section 11   D) Section 14

77. Any separate property attained by a Hindu male if he dies intestate can be succeeded by
    A) Father   B) Brother   C) Mother   D) Sister

78. Which section of the Hindu Law of Maintenance deals with maintenance of a wife?
    A) Section 10   B) Section 12   C) Section 16   D) Section 18

79. Who has said “that marriage among the Hindu’s is a religious obligation and both male
    and female are incomplete without performing marriage”?
    A) Chanakya   B) Manu   C) Mayne   D) Swami Vivekananda

80. Who has said, “International Law is the vanishing point of Jurisprudence”?
    A) Gratius   B) Holland   C) Suarez   D) Salmond
81. What is the composition of International Court of Justice?
   A) 15  B) 10  C) 12  D) 8

82. How many kinds of human rights are recognized by United Nations System?
   A) 4  B) 6  C) 2  D) 5

83. Among the following who is regarded father of modern criminology?
   A) Baceria  B) Cesare Lombroso  C) Suther Land  D) Jerome Hall

84. Who has said “White Coller crimes are those crimes committed by a person of respectability and high social status in the course of his occupation”?
   A) Donald R. Crassey  B) Prof. Sutherland  C) Clinard  D) Jerome Hall

85. Doliincapex is exception under which section of IPC?
   A) 82  B) 83  C) 84  D) 85

86. In which case it was observed that marriage among Muslims is not a sacrement, but purely a civil contract?
   A) Zainaba v/s Abdul Rehman  B) Abdul Kadir v/s Salima  C) R v/s Rehman  D) Rashid Ahmed v/s Anisa Khatoon

87. An Assistant Session Judge can pass maximum sentence of:
   A) Death Penalty  B) Three years imprisonment  C) Imprisonment upto 10 years  D) None of the above

88. The Dower may be:
   A) Specified  B) Unspecified  C) Partly prompt and partly deferred  D) All of the above

89. Negotiable instrument is of _____ kinds
   A) 3  B) 4  C) 5  D) 2

90. The tenure of the judge of International Court of Justice is:
   A) 3 years  B) 9 years  C) 6 years  D) 5 years
91. Who among the following was Judge of the International Court of Justice?
   A) Justice J. S. Verma  B) Dr. Nagendra Singh
   C) Justice P. N. Bhagwati  D) Justice S. Anand

92. Under Domestic Violence Act the monetary relief is provided under:
   A) Section 20  B) Section 18  C) Section 16  D) Section 19

93. A proposal when accepted:
   A) Becomes a promise  B) Becomes an agreement
   C) Becomes a contract  D) Becomes a consideration

94. The maxim “res-ipsa loquitur” is a:
   A) Rule of Law  B) Rule of Procedure
   C) Rule of Evidence  D) None of the Above

95. Who defined jurisprudence as the philosophy of Positive law?
   A) Salmond  B) Allen
   C) Pound  D) Jerome Hall

96. Who gave the social contract theory?
   A) Rousseau  B) Kohler  C) Finnis  D) Stammler

97. Form of Termination of Agency is dealt under section:
   A) 206  B) 208  C) 207  D) 205

98. Shariat Act, 1937 came into operation on:
   A) 4th April, 1937  B) 7th January, 1937
   C) 7th July, 1937  D) 7th October, 1937

99. Which section mentions exceptions when an agreement, even without consideration is enforceable?
   A) Section 23  B) Section 24  C) Section 25  D) Section 26

100. Who among the following is not connected with the realist school of law?
   A) Holmes  B) J. Frank  C) Duguit  D) Kelson
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